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A cardinal inva:riant on a toy ologic@ space X, called its s trong dansiiy , ii irrtdu~;ec’l 
as the supremum af the densitie sof the dense subsets of X. ‘%e relationships of the 
strong density to the density an 1 the n-weight are examin& both in general and in tihe 
particular classes of subor.zIerabl :! spaces and hyperspaces. An example is constructed! of
a l’iausdorff space .X with strong density m such that X2 has strong density larger thmn ~1. 
l.‘he It-we&@ of a topologil:al space X, the leac A cardinal of a Mase 
for X, has been investigal:ed b yseveral authors 1~lz.~~bf.y [ 21, [ 3 j , [ 9 :I, 
[ I. 01. In this gaper we dGne a cardinal nun9 Gqr between the P 
wei,ght and the density ogf .W. ’ rhis we call its s I - &msity, the sulxs- 
mum of the densities of its de nse subsets.’ 
Ia Section 1 we c;:ompare tl Le strong densi 1 “f’ c space with that of 
its images under certain types of continuous s x’liorks as well as with 
the strong densitieh of solve c f its subsets, ex .JP 2 ‘I or compact sets 
I; or an infinite cardika nz I he product of ai WC than lpy non-trivial 
spaces all-ways has s:t:rong &sns. ty greater than FQ (T:;leorem 2.12). Wsicg 
this theorem, the mlVweight of a product can b: k~& km the num- 
ber of fxtors and their n-vveil fits. Examples #C a :QW xs for which the 
enl:;ity, strong denlsity and n-weight differ al &C~ I in Section ‘2. 
* 
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In Section 3 it is shown that the product of a space havtig z1 trong 
density nz with one having n-weight m results in a space wit11 dtrong 
density tn. However, there is a connected Hausdorff spc ce X‘ with strong 
density wz such that the strong density of X X X exceeds m. (The example 
constructed here is not regular.) 
Two specialized classes of topological spaces are taken up in Section 
4, namely suborderable spaces and hyperspalces. For suborderable spaces 
the density, strong density and r-weight all agree. The strong density and 
r-weight of a space and its hyperspace are compared; in particular we 
show (Theorem 4.4) that every T, space has the same n-weight as its 
hyperspace (with the finite topology). 
!k+;eral unresolved questions are discussed in Section 5. 
I. r-weight and strong density 
The cardinality of a set A will be designated by IAl. The letter m will 
always represent an infinite cardinal and m’ its successor cardinal. 
If X is a topologic;al space, let 
s6X=sup@D(DisdenseinX), 
where 66) is the density of D; sSX is the strong density !of X. A collec- 
tion 93 of non-empty open subsets of X is called a n-base for X when- 
ever for each non-empty open set W in X there is some B E 30 with 
B c U. The r-weight of X, designated by I~wX, is *the least cardina!ity 
of a g-base for X. As usual WX denotes the weight of X. 
It is clear that, for any space X, 6X 6 s&X G ncolX G wX. Recaii tkzt 
when X is regular, UX < 26x* 
emma ls8 1. Assume the generalized contirsuum hypothesis. Then for 
any regular topologicut space X there is a a?ense set D C, X such that 
IDI = s6X* 
If s6X is a successor cardinal, the result is clear. Otherwise s6X 
must equal 6X. But then, since 6X is attained, so is s6X. 13 
a 1.2. Let X and Y be topological 
ous open sujection. Then sSX 2 s6 Y an 
and f : X + Y a con tinu- 
2 7pUY. 
is dense P since f is an open 
mapping. Let C C: j’- ' ED] :be dense in X’ with lC’i< SM. Since f is a con- 
tinuous SwJection, fl C] is de: ise in Y. 
The second inequality h.olc Is since MB] 1 B E 93 } is a n-base for I’ 
whenever 93 is a n-base f’or X. 0 
Proof. If D is a dense sukmset of U, then D u Q! \ u) is dense in X. Choose 
a dense subset C of X with. C c D w (X \ I/) and ICI < s&Y. Then C (2 iY 
is a subset of HP dense in u’, a: :d so SW < s6X. 
Since U is open in U- , sSC ‘X SW- . If E is dense .in 17”‘, then E r Gf 
is dense in both U and U-. T nus 6E G sSp/, and we have SW 3 SW- as 
well. Cl 
\ 
The following lemma cam 1 ,e used to prove: a version of the previous 
result for the a-we!ght of a SI race. 
Lemma 1.4. If X is regzkv a~ d D is dense in X, then IUD = nta.‘. 
IProof. If 93 is a a-base for X, then clearly {B 13 J’J I B E 93 ) is a r-base 
for D, and hence lrwD < au. K. 
Suppose @ is a n*-base :sOr 1). Then for each C E (!? there is an open set 
BcinXwithC==BcfiD.Le: 13={B&Y~C).Ifliisopenan~dnon- 
empty, there is ;;i non-empty open V with V c_ V- C_ U. There isI some 
CE E! with CC D (‘1 I? Thus - 
B, c, (&.. n D’I- I , = @-- c_i(Dn V)- c W- c_U. - 
SocIo is a n-base for X, and 1112X G rwD. fl 
Proof. Lemma 1.4 shows tha t wu U = ndJ_ . If 93 is a zr-base for X, then 
(B n u I b’ E 93 and B n ill’ # (J3) ic; a n-bas’e for U; therefore R&I< 71’ti.K CTi 
Lemmas 1.3 ancl 1.5 cannc It be proved for closed sets or even cornpaL^t 
sets, since, for D a discretz: space with IDI = n2, {{&II> 1 d C: Dj is a, +bas: 
for the Stone*ech comlxctification /3D of D and c’,@D \ D) = m”o by 
HI . 
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In order tdconstruct examples tc distinguish between the density, 
strong density and n-weight we riced the Following three results. 
Theorem 2.1. If {X@ 1a E A} is a coZZection of #opolo,gical spaces such 
that Sx, G m for each a E A and IAl G 2*, then SIl{X,l a E A} G m. 
For a proof of this theorem see for ex 
Theorem 2.2. If {X, 1 1 E A} & a collection o$T, spaces, each having at 
least two points, and IAl < m, tken ssII{XJ a E A} 3 m. 
Proof. Let G be a well-ordering on A with cofinality m”. (Simply use 
the fact that successor cardinals are regular to construct G.) I’or each 
a E A fix z, E X@. Say f ED iff there is an n E o, a finite set (al, a2, . . . . 
a,) E A and an ~i E Xoi for each 1 < i G PI such that f(ai) = Xi for each 
ignandf(a)=z,fora~A\ia~,...,a,).ClearlyDisdenseinX= 
TKXg I a E 4. 
Suppose E C E) and IEl G m. Let - 
S=(aEAI forsomegEE,g(a)#z,). 
Now ISI G m, and hence there is some b E A such that a < b for each 
a E S. Choose yb E Xb with yb # zg and t,$ open in Xb such that yb E ub 
and Zb $ ub. Then n- I b [ t$,] is a non-empty open subset of X disjoint 
from E. We have shown 6D > m, and the theorem is proved. 0 
ary 2.3. Let Cx, 1 
least two points. Then r 
aEAandIAl<m. 
) be a collection of T, spaces, each with at 
1 a E A) G m !ff ruX& 6 m fcvr each 
roof. If 710X G m for X I= rSa{X, I a E A}, then by Lemma 1.2, nwX, G n;l 
for each a E A, and by Theorem 2.2, IAl 6 m. 
The converse is shown in 193 for the case when m is countable. A 
similar agreement p:.oves the general case. a 
nd 2 is the two-point discrete: space, 
ces with density m and 
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continuolils image of /?D, and hence Lemma 1.2 cannot be 
proved for close continuous surjections. 
The following theorem she bws that any IQausdorff space whose strong 
density exceeds its dersjity contains 8:m open s3t u for which SW> W 
ii: a strong sense. 
T%eorem 2.5. .if X is a Emsd zff space with sGX > 6X, then there is an 
open subset U of X and a der !se subzt E of U such that any subset C ipf 
E with 1 Cl < 6X is nowhere 4 !ense irs U. 
Proof. Let D be a dense subsi :t of X with 6D > 8X. Let 
?d = { Y I:: X 1 V’ is Ipen and there is a subset of D of cardinal- I_ 
ity a: most 6X which is dense in V’) . 
Define U = X \ (UC@ /I. 
For each x E U% there is ; in open set & with x E V;,, C U3c and a - 
subset D, of D n 12 with lU, 1 G 6X such that & is de&e in V; . Let AF 
be a dense subset of U% with IFI G 6X and D’ = U{D~ 1 x E F 61 V%). 
Thus IDI G 6X. 
Let W be an arbitrary non empty open subset of WV, and choose 
x E F n W. Since D, is dense in &, Dx n W is dense in lKx n W. NOW 
D’ n W # Q) sin.ce Dx n bi; n G9t g D’ n W. Hence D’ is dense inU3( #and 
thereby also in ( 
If U = 0, then B’ is dense : n X, D’ c D and 1~9’1 af SX, a contradiction. 
Now E = D n U is dense in L , and clearly if C c E and 1 Cl G 6X then lc! 
is nowhere dense in U. IO3 
P/e now turn to examples Df spaces’x for which s6X h< SWX. 
Example 2.6. Let A! be a regt Gar space with 6X = m and s6X > m, e:.g. 
P+ or zm+. IfD ’ d 1s ense in 2’ and IDi = ny1, then SW = 1~1, but by Lemma 
1.4,lawB ? m. 
Example 2.7. There is a corn: Aetely regul,a:, Hausdorff il;pace X which is 
the disjoint union IElf m carA: Iact spices and catisfies &Y < m, no.X > 
and 1X1 > tn. 
Let D be a dense subset 01 Zrn+ of cardinality m and lar a L’ixed ordinal 
such that m G a? < m? For e zch d 6: D define 
= (x E :E”+ I xp = d, fbr every p 3 
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Let x = u{& 1 d E B}. Since D C x, x is dense in 2”+, and so 7roX > r?z. 
Supyose E is dense in X. For finite subsets F and G of a and d E D say 
S(f,G;d)=EnXdn{IE2m’-ix[,~]=(0)Bndx[G] ={]I)). 
Select an element from each SUCD non-empty S(F, G;d) co form the col- 
lection C. Then 1Cl = m, and we shall show that C is dense in X. 
Let U be a non-empty open set in 2m+, then 
(.J={xE 2”+ I x[F] = (0) and x[G] = (11:) 
for some finite sets F, G C_ &. Say y E E n $I n Xa for an appropriately 
chosen d E D. Since S(F n a, G n cw;d) # 0, we can find an 
x~CnS(Fna, Gna;d).Bydefinition,x[Fncw]=O;for@EF\cu, 
xp=dp=yp =: 0 since x, y E Xd and p > Q. Thus x[F] = {o), and similarly 
x[G]=(lj.SoxECnU,CisdenseinX,andhences6X<m. 
X is the disjoint Union Of M Compact Sets since the Sets Xd are pair- 
wise disjoint copies of 2% 
Wually even more is true. In fact essentially the same proof shows 
th$t sSP C m. Observe also that when m is countable X becomes 
Lindelof and hence normal. 
Example 2.8. In 141, Hajnal and Juh&z have constructed a countably 
compact, normal, Hausdorff, hereditarily separable, non-Lindel6f sub- 
space of 2”1 of cardinality ml, and it can be shown that the n-weight 
of this space is ~13~. Moreover, this space can even be constructed to be 
a topological group. 
It should be mentioned that there is in general no inequality between 
the n-weight of a topological space X and the hereditary density AX of 
X., i.e. sup (S Y 1 Y C, x). If D is the discrete space with cardinality m, 
then n~(flD) = m and A(@)) >/ m”o (see [ 11)” On the other hand, if D 
is as in Example 2.5, ther AD = m but RWD > tn. 
3. Finite products 
Although, as we shall show, the strong density is not preserveJ under 
finite products, the followilag weaker result is true. 
, eoaem 3.1. If s6X < m and mc,Y < m, then s&(X X Y) < m. 
roof. Let /3 = (B, I CE E.II) b ?: a n-base for Y such that ;/Al G m, and C’ a 
dense subset of X X Y. For t :ach a E A, Dp. = D n nr 1 [B,] is dense in 
the strip nyr [I&] (and hmce nx [Da] is dense in X. Select a dense subxet 
Ca of 7rx [Da] such that ] Ca 1 G m, and for each rc E Ci choose some 
yx E Ba with (x, y,) E I&.. Ll:t 
C={(x,y,)ia~c. andxEC,) :; 
Let U X V be a non-empt:f basic open subset of X >: Y. choose II E A 
with B, 2 V. Since Ca is den se in X, there is some x E Ca (1 U. T&us 
(x, yJ E C n (U X B,) C C R (U X Vy. TZs shows that C is dense in 
iYX Y,andsos&(.YX Y)GIr.O 
To produce an example o .‘ a space X such that s&X X: X) I> s&X we 
first describe a procedure fo * enlarging the topology of a fairly well.- 
behaved space X in a marine:** controlled by a fixed collection d #of sub- 
sets of X. If one is willing to forego reguktrity 3 may be choSen so that 
the n0weigh.t of the new space is increased v;Jhile its strong density re- 
mains the same. If” 3 is r:h.osc :ncarefully, even the strong density of 
X X X is enlarged. 
For the remainder of this feetion we shall assume thcat (X, 57) is G: 
topological space with a ~!en.:e subset Do of cardinality at most m. 
Moreover suppose that ever); point of X kas a neighborhood base of 
cardinality at mo~i iii. 
For J a collection of subs :ts of X define R E “)5! = 92 (3) iff IS \ RI K m 
for each S E 3. Let (‘M=: c1!4 (cl) be the smal!est topology on X containing 
32 and 7’. Thus U EQ iff for each x E 0 there are sets R @K gnd ?’ ET 
such that x ER n V c_ Uo 
Theorem 3.2. Slqpose j&p el cry T-open V # 0 there is an S E 3 such 
that IV n S n DOI 2 m, Then sS(X,cU ) < m. 
Proof. Say DO = {c[~ 1 a l :: m} and qcv = (V& I fl< m) is a Weighbour- 
hood base for da. rZhoose D I o be %-dense in ;I’. f’irst suppose there are 
ar ,@ < m satisfying ID n S n I &I C m for any S E ~4 . The hypothesis of 
the theorem then shows that V& cannot be a subset of D. From the c-on- 
dition on CY, /3 we have X’ \, (D n V’$ E 34 . Therefore V& \ D is a non- 
empty q-open set, conl:raciit ting the %-density of13. 
Since no such a., /3 can exis t we may choose an (s;,, ~3 and 
E,, G ii n S,, n Y& such th; t &,,I = $R for each a!, fl< US 
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E = LQ&r 1 at, p < JW} is a subset ofD of cardinality m which we shall 
show is Wdense. 
Choose an arbitrsry non-empty U EQ ; say R ~72 , V 6 T and 
(8 + I? f~ V = U’ C U. Then U’ contains a member of DO, for if not, let 
S be chosen so tiat JD, n S n fl> bn. Then 
=D,nSnY. 
So IS \RI 2 m, a contradiction. 
Choose cy, p < m so that d, E DO n U’ and d, E V& c~ V. Since 
&Sop \ R) n V&J < WE, Sap n R n V’& is a set whose relative complemen’t 
with stifl n V& has cardinality less than nl. But E,, is a subset of 
Solp n V& of cardinality at least m. Therefore these two sets must meet, 
i.e.,E,pnH”S,,nV~a#Q),SoalsoEnU>En~f$.O - 
The following result, althou& not required for the subsequent devel- 
opment, shows how the w-weight can be made to increase using this 
method. 
Theorem 3.3. Suppose that for each non-empty T-open V there are at 
letut m sets S EJ such that IS Q VI 3 m, any x E X meets fewer than 
m sets in J, andany two distinct sets in 3 meet in at most n points for 
a fixed cardinal n < m. T&en no(X, ck& ) > m. 
roof. Given a collection ( Ua 1 ct C= nr) of non-empty W-open sets, we 
shall inductkety define a sequence ix, I Q < m) of points of X as fol- 
lows. Let x0 5e arbitrary in Uo. Suppose for ~1 i< m that {x0 1 fi < a) has 
already been defined so that for each /3 < cx, X~‘E UP\ U{S’J 1 y < p and 
6 < m,), where {LT 1 6 < m,) is the collection ‘of all sets in 3 which 
meet x7. 
ChooseR@R and V’E3sothat0fRn VC Q,andchooseSE6 
different from every q for y < QI and 6 < m, tckrtisfy IS n VI 
This is possible sin 
m. SinceSM an 
{q 1 y < at and 6 < m,,) 1~s c;ardinality less r:han 
(S n SJ 17 < ~1 and 6 < m,) both are of cardlinal- 
ity less than m, whereas IS n Vi 2 HZ, 
the above set. 
(Sn~1~<arand6<~;a,) 
e construction is completed by selecting an x, in 
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e claim that {xoy 1 a < m) is V-closed; in fact for each S E Cs , 
is n b(& I Q < m II G 1. If to the contrary xp, xY E S n (:c, 1 as < m) and 
7 < pj then S must ‘be somt: SJ. But t en the sequence is constructed so 
that xfl 6 S Hence (x,:, Ia<< 
no(X,?L ) > m. cl 
m} is %-closed and meets each UU ; so 
As one might expect this :pro :edure creates no new regular open set!;, 
Lemma 3.4. Suppose that .%s el ch non-empty FT-open Y t&re is an 
SE& w+thISnF/1> 0 tn. ZCken t be T- and W+closures of ?d’-open sets 
are iden tical. 
Proof. Since % 9, it suffkes tc I prove that the Closure of U contains 
the Zklosure Vof U for the 3c ,open set U. If not, then for some x E b’ 
and Q&neighborhood A? of x’, N fi U = 0. Choose R EW and V, E: 5 
with x E R n V’ g Al Then alsc R n U n If1 = $3, yfst 6” Ti VI + 0. Sa:tr 
R’ E 34 and Vi E Y :satLftr $ # R’ 11 V; C U n VI ‘ Since . - 
RnW’nV,n I/‘;cRn Un VI=@ - 9 
we have that VI n Vjb & X \ (R n I?“). Select S E 3 so that iS fl V1 n Vi!> 1~. 
But then, since 
(S\R)U(,~\R”)=Sn(kY\(RnR’))>Sn T/p Y;, - 
either S \ R or S \ R’ must have cardinality at least m, which is impossi- 
ble. 17 
Corollary 3.5. Suppose thczt for each non-empty T-opevr set V there is a.” 
SE3juchthatISnVI~vnt,?tren: 
(a) the regular T-open md 1-4 gular %-open sets coincide, 
(b) (X, 9) is connected n!@ (J’, Cu ) is connected. 
Now fix (X, 9) to be Wq with the product topology (where R is the 
set of real numbers). The trext lemma is used to obtain a suitable 3. 
Lemma 3.6. There is an alklitir e subgroup G of X and a represen tat&e 
set S from the cosets X/C such that 3 = {S + g I g E G] partitims x’ into 
2” sets, each of which haz mm inulity 2m in every non-empty open sra 
set elf X. 
This type of theorem itI zj,uff ciently well-knovwn that we shal 
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sketch the proof. View X as a vector space over the rationals Q and fix 
a-basis B = B, u B, such that 8, 0 B2 = @ and for each non-empty open 
’ uy q-n 61 5 fB$ = 2”. B can be constructed using a simple transfinite 
argument since #X = m < 2? Now let G = (Bl), the subspace spanned 
by B,, and s = (B& 
Let (V* I a < n-z} be a base for ‘the topology Ton X and DO the dense 
set obtained by choosing m elements from each S n V*, x < m, where S 
is the set constructed above. Tie hypotheses of Theorems 3.2,3.3 and 
3.5 are all easy to check and 3t sc! (~4). ( A’, %) is therefu,)re a connected 
Hausdorfff space with strong derlsity m and n-weight exceeding m. We are 
f;n,s!!y ira a position to establish the principal result of this section. 
Theorem 33. Let (X, Cu) be as above. Then sS((X,?( ) >! r’:X, %?)) > m. 
Proof. It wil.i be necessary to work separately in each Va X I$ and so we 
proceed as follows. Partition G from Lemma 3.6 into m sets, each with 
2m elements, and well-order these in the order type of m2; say 
6 = U{G”P 1 a,p< m) #I 
Let each CQP = ij$O J 7 < 2”). Define 
for ar, fi < m and 7, (i 4 2? Well-order each dGP and Bz@; say 
Define 
For fixed cy, fl C m along each “row”, i.e. each dTfl >I: VP, members of 
Dafi have distinct second coordinates. Similarly, along each “column”, 
i.e. each Va X Z3$ the first coordinates are distinct. We shall use these 
filets to show that D is dense in (X’, 3c) X (X, 9 ). 
It suffices to prove for each R, R’ E 9? and cu,/3 < m that 
D@ n ((R n V,) x (R ’ n Vp # $9. 
Suppose not, and let 
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We calim that for each 6, lsQ”lir \ Aipl < m. If this condition fails for a 
give.n 6, then (7’ < 2’” 1 b:yp & J ?‘) and thus also Btp \ .K’ have zardinali- 
ties at least m. So l(L? + gi: 2 ) \ 1 [‘I 3 m, a contradiction. 
{ API@ \i 94i0 1 6 < nijl G m, and we have shown 
6 C nz} # (lb. If rltP belongs to this intersection, then for each 
C m, bzf,: E R’, and so we ml 1st have that a$ & R. B3ut hen 
IA;p \ RI % m, again a contrad &ion. 
It remains to show that D h BS no ense subset of cardinality ~12. Sup- 
pose E c D and IEl SE m. Fix QL, pC ~1, and say Pp= &I’@ n E. There 
are at most m ordinals 7 such 1 hat for some 6, cQs& Ql”y> E E@, saly 
(7, I p < m} (allow repetitions if there are fewer than m such ordii~als y). 
Similarly there are a% most m ( rdinals 8 such that for isome y, 
‘(l”r{, &$ E E@, say (&I v < n I}. We then have that 
Delete from S + gqp the ekmeits {a*,!~ I p G p} for each p < m, ard call 
what remains Pp. ‘Similarly de fine R’d to be the set obtained by delet- 
ing from S + g$f the elem(;:nts {5$&O I (I a< v) for each v < ~2. Since .R =: 
U(R”fl f cy, p < m) and R’ := U (, W 1 a, p < m) omit from each member 
of c6 a set of cardinality less tl an m, they both belong to %! and hencle 
are V-open sets. We shall show that E f \ (R X .I?“) = 0. 
If this is not tlz case, then s )me !a;$+ z5t$ ) E R >( R’. From the 
disjointness or members off 3 it follows that o$$, E R*fl and 
be$ E R’? 3ut if p, < v then 5$:Tlr $C R’““, whereas if v G p then 
a$! 9 R? Therefore D is den se yet has no dens(e subset of cardinality 
mrand the theorem is proved. [I 
4. Su borderable spaces anal hy erspaces * 
In this section we examine the relationships betwceru the density, 
strong density and r-weight in : ome particular classes of topological 
spaces. 
It is clear that any first-li:ouni able separable space hs countable R- 
weight; in fact we can shot,rv tha t folkowing. 
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Prosf. hIppOSe that for each d f D, {& * I cy < m} is a local base at d; 
then{~d,~I”<m,dED)iSi~n-baSef~rX.0. 
In Juhasz’ chart [6] it is stated that for any linearly ordered topologi- 
cal space (lots) X, SX = RCGX. Lemma 1.4 gives the following :c”s an imme- 
diate corlollary. 
eorem 4.2. Pf X is a suborderable space, then 6X = 710X. 
Proof, Since X is suborderable, there is a lots Y such that X is a der-.e 
subset of Y. By Lemma 1.4, nwX = ?roY, thus 6X < ltoX = ~TGC)Y = 
FYG 6X c3 
We now wish to examine hyperspaces with the finite topology [8]. 
.3. For any T, space X, s6X G sS(~~), where 2x is the hyper- 
space associated -with X. 
Proof. If s&X > sS(~~), there is a dense set D C X with 6D > sS(~~). Let 
CD be the set of all non-empty finite subsets ofD. Given a non-empty 
basic open set t Ur, U2, . . . . U,,> in 2x, choose di E D n Ui for each i < n; 
ihen {d,, d;!;, . . . . d,) E Q n NJ,, Wz, . . . . UJ, and so cb is dense in 2x. 
Therefore 6 Q ,< s&2x) < 6D. 
For e a dense subset of D, C = U e is of the same cardinality as e 
and is dense in D, for if U ;.s a non-empty open set in X, e n (0 and. 
thus C n U are non-empty. Thus 60 G 5 CD, which is impossible. q 
. 
eorem 4.4., @X’ is T, then ~c3X = n~( 2”). 
Foof. Whenever q3 is a r-base for X, ((Br , . . . . I?,) I n E w and Bi EC16 
for each i 6 n) is a la-base for 2x; thus nwX> nw(2”P. 
If (3s Ccr, f a E .A.} is a r-base for 2x, we can assume ach &h: is of the 
form <V& . . . . VQ, where nar E w and each y is a non-empty open set 
i.n X. Given an arbitrary non-empty open” s& U C_ X, for some 01 E A, 
c* C_ UA, and hence IT C U. That is, { y I a E A} is a n-base for X. So 
the reverse inquality,, n;X < ~w(2~), is established. fl
S. Let X be a regular space. Then IS = ww(2*‘). 
eorem 4.4 we neec! on- how ~rwX< ~6(2~). Let 
is non-empty open in Given a b: y.sic 0 en (i’;T,, .. . . V,> 
in 2”, for each i G n ch’oose A.[ E y$ and an open set Vi such that 
Xi CZ Vi c 1’8’ 1=_ ?Ji* Then V-* IE qi Cl l.U,, . . . . V,> ITOr V z 
and so (D is dense in 2? 
Let g = (BJOL 1 Q E A) be a colPe ction of open subsets of AT such !hat 
( V; 1 Q! E A} is a dense subset of 21, If U + 8 is open in X, then there 
is an ar E A with Vi E (CO, i.e. Vi C_ U. Therefore CB is a n-base for X, 
.and we have shown ?r&Y G i5 Q, f rorm which the theorem follows. R 
5. Unresolved questions 
Although the weight (of a *topolt,gical space has not played a role ;;I 
this paper, Lemma 1.4 prom,pts 01 le to ask the following question: If X 
is compact Hausdorff, is; there a dc :nse subset C of X whose weight 
equals the a-weight of A’? 
I? would also be interestin,g trl4 now the extent o which Example 
2.7 can be improved upon. In particular, is there a compact Hausdorff 
space whose strong density and R-’ nJeight differ? 
In seeking such {1yxam@es, these observations may be helpful. ‘When 
X is completely regular and 6 X G i ‘.a~, X may be regarded as al subspace 
of darn (I is the unit interval). VVhel I SW d m as well, then X0 = ,fl, for 
otherwise some basic open subset J of fzrn would also sa’tisfy SW G yn, 
which it cannot by Theorem 2.2. If ncllX G m9 X is even nowhere dense: 
U SC Lemma 1.4 to ap& the ;ibove argument to X-, 
Of course a ,Znajor unresolved qc estifon is whlether the strong density 
is Gnirely productive for spaces wil h some separation pr*olperties. The 
question can be reduced to perfect spaces as folllowsl Say G-X 4 ?R, and 
S is its set of isolated points. iLet Y = S-” and 2’ = X \ Y. Mce ISI < 1~3 
and S is dense in Y, naY < WI. i? is the closure of an opten set, namely 
X \ S, and so by Lemma l-3, !rM < m. Now 2 is perfect, and by Theorem 
3.1 sG(.X X X) G m whenever :s6(Z :C Z) G m. 
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